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ABSTRACT
An analysis of the dispersion of Rayleigh waves has been 
carried out for two regions in the USA, one in the south west, 
approximately described by the path Goldstone to Dallas, and the other 
in the east between Albuquerque-Dallas and Georgetown.
The data processing technique used was that known as 
multiple filter analysis, and when applied to the sum of inter station 
cross-correlograms, it allowed dispersion curves to be determined 
reliably out to 80 to 100 sec. By averaging the results for the various 
paths in a region the analysis was extended to a maximum of 150 sec on 
a regional basis.
The average phase and group velocities for the western US 
region were found to be significantly lower than for the eastern, over 
the period range 15 to 150 sec. It was concluded that the western 
region can be defined as a rift zone in comparison with the eastern 
platform or shield zone.
The average western group velocity results agree very closely 
with recent findings for the path Adelaide to Hobart (Goncz and Hannan, 
1975). This is possibly added evidence for the tectonic similarity
between the western US and eastern Australia.
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Chapter 1
THE OBJECTIVE
Since the advent of the digital computer the study of surface 
waves to explain the structure of the crust and upper mantle has developed 
strongly. Surface waves sample the elastic properties of the lithosphere 
between the earthquake epicentre and the recording station. The weighting 
of the sampling process at a given depth depends upon the amplitude of 
the wave at that depth. As an approximate rule of thumb, sampling for 
a particular wavelength is most sensitive at a depth of about half that 
wavelength.
The methods of studying surface waves depend mainly on the 
phenomenon of dispersion. This means that an individual frequency 
component of the wave propagates with a phase velocity which is close to 
the average of shear velocities in the depth range sampled by its 
particular wavelength. As in turn the shear velocity of a wave depends 
on the properties of the layer in which it is travelling, it follows that 
surface wave dispersion will provide information about lithospheric layers.
In his study of surface waves in the Australian upper mantle 
Goncz (1974) indicated the presence of 'an anomalous, and perhaps 
questionable, dip in the group velocity curve at around 110 sec for some 
of the eastern paths'. These paths were Adelaide-Hobart, Charters Towers- 
Hobart and Adelaide-Riverview. He associated this dip through inversion 
models with a low shear velocity layer in the upper mantle, between depths 
of 90 and 200 km. The dip, and hence the low velocity layer, were absent 
from his averaged results for western or shield region paths.
2This thesis studies two regions in the USA, namely a western, 
tectonic region between California and Texas, and an eastern continental 
region between Texas and the eastern US. From the point of view of 
travel-time anomalies, it is believed by some that the western US region 
and the eastern Australian region are tectonically similar. The eastern 
US and western Australian regions are also similar regions, being 
classified as shield or platform areas. The eastern region of the US was 
included as a check of program validity, as the group and phase velocity 
characteristics of this area are well established (e.g. Knopoff, 1972).
The western region however has not been reported on fully; it 
was with the aim of providing some information about this region, as well 
as attempting to corroborate Goncz's east Australian findings, that this 
work was done.
Phase and group velocity dispersion were calculated using 
Rayleigh waves. The Multiple Filter technique which was used appears to 
give more reliable results with Rayleigh waves. Goncz (1974) found that 
when using this method to determine Love wave group velocity, he was 
unable to resolve higher modes from the fundamental mode; this 
interference caused the group velocities of Love waves to be too high and 
produced unreliability. This difficulty is also reported by Knopoff 
(1972), who quotes several sources where Love wave group velocity for the 
fundamental and first higher modes interfere and may cause spurious 
phase shifts. A study of Love wave dispersion has not been done in this
work.
Chapter 2
THEORY
A. DEVELOPMENT OF SURFACE WAVE ANALYSIS
Several authors give a comprehensive picture of the historical 
development of surface wave studies. These include Bloch (1969), 
Dziewonski and Hales (1972) and Goncz (1974). A short discussion is 
given here for completeness.
The use of Fourier analysis and the introduction of digital 
computers for data processing have allowed the study of surface waves 
to be reliably extended to longer periods.
Up till the early 1960s the graphical peak and trough method 
(Brune, Nafe and Oliver, 1960) was used to find group velocity from 
surface waves. Observations beyond about 50s became impractical due to 
decreasing signal/noise ratio in the seismograms as period increased, 
and interference caused by more than one mode arriving at a station at 
the same time. A further difficulty arose when seismograms contained 
both normally and inversely dispersed wave trains.
Fourier analysis was introduced by Satö (1955, 1956, 1956) 
for determining surface wave phase velocities. He also gave a formula 
for using two stations. Press (1956) introduced a three station method, 
one of whose advantages is that earthquakes on any azimuth can be used.
Alexander (1963) used digital methods and by a combination of 
group velocity windows and band pass filtering developed a technique for 
separating superimposed signals.
4Further extension of digital techniques resulted in the 
'moving window analysis' of Landisman, Dziewonski and Satö (1969).
Here a matrix of amplitudes is provided as functions of group velocity 
and period. By contouring the amplitude matrix, different modes of 
propagation may be seen and group velocities determined.
Bloch (1969) developed a new method called the 'multiple 
filter technique' for determining group velocity. This method is also 
known as the 'bandpass filtration technique' (Dziewonski and Hales, 1972) 
and 'frequency time analysis, FTAN' (Levshin et al, 1972).
By using the Fast Fourier Transform (Cooley and Tukey, 1965) 
and as no correction for period shift is required, computer time is 
reduced. It produces a similar amplitude matrix to the 'moving window 
analysis'. This technique is also described in Dziewonski, Bloch and 
Landisman (1969) and in Dziewonski and Hales (1972); it is the method 
used in this study. More detail is given in the next section.
Greater precision in group velocity measurement can be 
obtained by adding to the multiple filter technique the 'residual 
dispersion' method (Dziewonski, Mills and Bloch, 1972), in which a 
synthetic signal of known dispersion, which corresponds as closely as 
possible to that of the observed signal, is cross-correlated with the 
observed signal. An advantage of this method is that it may be made an 
iterative process where the result from one stage may be used to improve 
the approximation of the next. A discussion of the residual dispersion 
method is given in Dziewonski and Hales (1972).
In an attempt to obtain smoothed phase velocity curves, Goncz 
(1974) applied the 'time-varying filtration' technique of Pilant and 
Knopoff (1964) in the frequency domain to group velocities inferred from 
the multiple filter technique. He found that the resulting phase velocity
5curves  depended on the  type  o f  window f u n c t i o n  used and t h a t  b i a s  could  
be in t ro d u c e d  by i n t e r p r e t i n g  the  i n i t i a l  group v e l o c i t y  curve 
d i f f e r e n t l y .  These adverse  e f f e c t s  became p a r t i c u l a r l y  a p p a re n t  when 
the  s i g n a l / n o i s e  r a t i o  was low, which u s u a l l y  occurs  a t  longe r  p e r i o d s .  
N e i t h e r  the  r e s i d u a l  d i s p e r s i o n  nor  th e  t i m e -v a ry i n g  f i l t r a t i o n  tech n iq u e  
was used in t h i s  s tudy ,  which was c a r r i e d  ou t  u s ing  the  m u l t i p l e  f i l t e r  
t e c h n i q u e .
B. THE MULTIPLE FILTER TECHNIQUE FOR FINDING GROUP VELOCITY
This  o u t l i n e  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  th e  th e o ry  behind  th e  m u l t i p l e  
f i l t e r  t e c h n iq u e  fo l low s  t h a t  g iven in  Dziewonski and Hales (1972) and 
Bloch (1969).
(1) D e f i n i t i o n  o f  Phase and Group V e l o c i t i e s
Assume an ea r thquake  has  g e n e ra te d  a s i n g l e  mode s u r f a c e  
wave, which has been r e c o rd e d  as f ( t )  a t  a s e ism ic  s t a t i o n  a t  d i s t a n c e  r  
and azimuth 0 from th e  e p i c e n t r e :
The F o u r ie r  t r a n s fo rm  o f  f ( t )  i s :
oo
F ( cjo)  = J  f ( t )  . e ' la)t d t  (1)
- O O
The spectrum F (oj) 
F (oo) = A(r ,0,uj)  .
c o n s i s t s  o f  an am pl i tude  and phase f u n c t i o n
i<Kr,0,o>) ( 2 )
t e r m s :
The phase f u n c t i o n  <f> can be r e p r e s e n t e d  as th e  sum of  t h r e e
<J)(r,0,<!)) = -k(co) . r  + <f>Q(0,oj) + <(k (u>) (3)
where k(w) i s  th e  wavenumber [k = 2 tt/ A ]  , <J> ( 0 , uj) i s  th e  source  phase
6angle and <}>^(co) is the instrument phase shift.
It can be shown that the effect of <b. and <b can be removed1 o
by using matched seismometers and cross-correlograms of the seismograms 
recorded at two stations respectively. Cross-correlation will be 
discussed later. and 4>o are neglected in the following derivation.
The inverse transform of F(to) is thus:
oo
f(t) = 2~  J A(r,0,to) • exp [i (tot-kr) ] dto (4)
-OO
The velocity of propagation of the phase of a wave of 
frequency (oq can be found from the condition that
to t - k(to ) . r  = constant o o
for all r, provided k is not a function of r.
.’. oo (j— ) - k(to ) = 0 o dr o
^  vJJ
i.e. Phase velocity, C(to ) = -r—
o dt k(to ) v o
(5)
Group velocity corresponds to the velocity of propagation of 
the maximum energy. Near equation (1) becomes:
Li + £
O
f(t) = f A(r,0,o)) . exp [i (cot-kr) ] dco (6)0)O Ja) -e o
f(t) will reach a maximum when all the waves between 0)o
frequencies w q +c and are in phase
1,e* (wt-kr) = 0 dw oj= ojo
Thus, Group velocity, U(u> ) = — (J“ 1dk (to) to=to (7a)
Using the relations to = 2ttC/X and k = 2it/A, further equations
involving C and U may be derived, as shown in Goncz (1974), Chapter 3.
One of these derived equations was used in this work to calculate U 
from the derivative of C with respect to period, T:
7
l+XCdC)C M T ;
(2) Use of Two Stations for Finding Phase Velocity
(7b)
In order to eliminate the source phase shift in equation (3), 
the phase velocity for an interstation path may be found as follows:
k O ) • r1 = -<f»1(r1,0,a)) + 4>0 (6 ,m) + 4*^0) (8)
k O ) • r2 = -<J>2(r2,0,a>) + <j>o (0, w) + h 2 (u) (9)
where it is assumed that the two stations lie on the same great circle 
through the epicentre, i.e. 0 is the same for both stations.
(9) - (8) and rearranging gives
CO) m ( r 2 - r x )
k(w) 4»! - $2 + 4>^ 2 " ^ii +
(10)
<f)^  and cj)^2 may also be eliminated if the two stations have matched 
seismometers with the same phase response. The integer l is included 
because of the non-uniqueness of phase measurement.
To find C(co) for a range of frequencies, a starting value of 
i may be calculated for a given frequency by assuming a knowledge of 
C O )  at that frequency.
(3) Cross-Correlation
Again using two stations on a great circle path, the signal 
received at station 2, f0 (t), can be regarded as the signal at station 1, 
f^(t), after having passed through the passive filter of the interstation
path, h(t).
8i. e. fl(t) h(t)
f2(t)
If h(t) is the impulse response of the filter, from the 
fundamental theorem of linear systems analysis
f2(t) = h(t) * fx(t)
Taking Fourier transforms of both sides gives
(ID
F2( co) = H(u>) . F^ (to)
Now the cross-correlation of f^(t) and f?(t) is
00
f 12 (T) = J fx(t) • f2(t + t) dt
o
where f^(t) = 0 for t < 0.
(12)
(13)
Using the Multiplication and Shift Theorems, (13) becomes
00
f12(T) = 27 / ' M “51 el“T du (14)— 00
i.e. the Fourier transform of f^2(x) is F^ *(to) . F?(co).
Similarly the Fourier transform of f^(x), the auto-correlation function 
of qft), is Fj*^) . Fx(ui) = 1 Fx (w) 12
Looking again at equation (12) and multiplying both sides by 
Fj*(to) we have
Fj*(u) . F2(m) = H(co) . IFj Cu ) I2 (15)
Using (2) in (15) gives
or
A1 A2
ei(4>0(o)) - 4>1 (co)) = H (to)
H (to) —  ei('^2('UJ') " 
A1
(16)
From (16) it can be seen that the phase function of the path (the 'filter
9h(t)) is given by the phase function of the cross-correlogram of f^(t) 
and f2(t) , which is 4»2 - 4-^ (00). By examining (10) it can be seen 
that this fact can be used for determining phase velocity. Landisman et al 
(1969) first proposed the use of the cross-correlograms for finding 
interstation phase velocities.
The main advantage of cross-correlograms stems from the phase 
function of h(t) being independent of the source to station distances.
This means that for a given interstation path a number of cross- 
correlograms for different events can be added. This summation will 
reduce both random and organised noise and allow analysis to longer 
periods. The path is said to be 'normalised' by using cross-correlation, 
as the cross-correlogram contains the phase function of the path.
Landisman et at (1969) also showed that a cross-correlogram 
can be used for determining group velocity. The cross-correlogram can 
be regarded as the output at station 2 for an input of a Dirac delta 
function at station 1.
(4) The Multiple Filter Technique
The idea behind this technique can be seen in equations (6)
and (7a). If the integral in (6) is calculated for a narrow frequency
band centred on u> , then the envelope of f(t) will reach a maximum at
o
a time corresponding to the group travel time, t
%
If a signal f(t) passes through a filter with a response H(w), 
the output, s(t), is given by the convolution of f(t) with h(t), the 
inverse Fourier transform of H(w)
i.e. s(t) = f(t) * h(t)
00
= Jf(x) . h(t - t) dx (f(t) = 0 for t < 0)
0
10
00
= tt- F(üj) . H(ai)e1Wt da)
Z7T J
—oo
For a bandpass f i l t e r  c e n t r e d  on u)^, th e  f i l t e r  f u n c t i o n  may 
be g e n e r a l l y  r e p r e s e n t e d  by H(^n > w)
00
(17)
thwhere s ^ ( t )  i s  th e  ou tpu t  a f t e r  f i l t e r i n g  wi th  th e  n s p e c t r a l  window.
For a f i l t e r  f u n c t i o n ,  i n c r e a s i n g  the  r e s o l u t i o n  in  the  t ime 
domain d e c re a se s  the  r e s o l u t i o n  in  t h e  f requency  domain. I t  can be shown 
t h a t  th e  f r equency - t im e  r e s o l u t i o n  i s  g r e a t e r  f o r  th e  Gaussian  fu n c t i o n  
th a n  f o r  any o t h e r  non b a n d - l i m i t e d  f u n c t i o n .  (See Bloch (1969) ,  S e c t io n  
I I I . B . 2 a ) .  Also i f  a Gaussian f u n c t i o n  i s  t r u n c a t e d  a t  30 db below the  
maximum, th e  energy c o n c e n t r a t i o n  o f  i t s  impulse re sponse  i s  p r a c t i c a l l y  
th e  h i g h e s t  t h a t  can be o b t a in e d  f o r  a b a n d - l i m i t e d  f i l t e r  f u n c t i o n  
(See P a p o u l i s ,  1962).  For th e s e  r ea s o n s  th e  f i l t e r  f u n c t i o n  chosen has  
th e  fo l l o w in g  form:
in  terms of  i t s  i n s t a n t a n e o u s  am pl i tude  (or  envelope) a ( t )  and phase 
<f> ( t ) , where
(18)
where a c o n t r o l s  the  degree  o f  r e s o l u t i o n  (a = Variance^
Goodman (1960) has  shown t h a t  a s i g n a l  f ( t )  may be d e f ine d
ä ( t )  e ^ ^  = f ( t )  + i  q ( t ) (19)
q ( t )  i s  the  q u a d r a t u r e  s i g n a l  o f  f ( t ) ,  and i s  d e f in e d  as the
in v e r s e  F o u r ie r  t r a n s fo rm  o f  t h e  spect rum o f  f ( t )  with  a tt/ 2 phase s h i f t .  
a ( t )  r e p r e s e n t s  the  am p l i tude  envelope  o f  th e  s i g n a l  f ( t ) .
Using the expressions for F((o) and H(wn > w) in (2) and (18) 
respectively in (17), and by representing A(co) and k(oi) by first-order 
Taylor series expansions, the filtered output s^(t) can be represented 
in terms of instantaneous amplitude and phase. Furthermore it can be 
shown that the maximum of the envelope a^(t) corresponds to the group 
velocity associated with frequency m (See Dziewonski and Hales, 1972, 
P • 62).
From the above algorithm a computer program was written whose 
output gave a matrix of instantaneous amplitudes of a cross-correlogram 
plotted against axes of group velocity and period.
The programs are discussed in the next section.
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Chapter 3
DATA PROCESSING
A. THE COMPUTER
The computer used was a Datacraft Corporation 6024/4 general 
purpose digital computer. The DC 6024/4 has a 750 nanosecond cycle 
time and a fixed word length of 24 bits. At the time of this work the 
magnetic core memory had a capacity of 32K words. Peripheral units 
comprised 2 teletypewriters with paper tape readers and punchers, a 
card reader, fast line printer, two magnetic tape transports, a Calcomp 
565 drum plotter and two moving head disc drives.
The system was installed in the Research School of Earth 
Sciences at ANU in early 1974. Some teething trouble was experienced 
with the original software package but after regenerating the system 
with a revised package supplied in 1975 by Datacraft the reliability 
proved very good. As at this time there were few users, access to the 
computer was excellent.
ß. COMPUTER PROGRAMS
About 25 programs, written in FORTRAN, were used in this work. 
Except where later acknowledged, all programs were written by the author 
and are available from the RSES. The relationship of the programs to 
one another is shown in Figure 1 and a brief description of the more 
important ones follows.
14
THOMAS
This program was adapted from one lent by the RSES and 
calculated the azimuth and distance between any two points on the 
earth’s surface, after the method given by Paul Thomas in the JGR 
July 1965. The oblateness of the earth is taken into account by this 
program.
CALDIG
This was the program used to digitise the seismograms. The 
digitising method follows that devised and described by Goncz (1974) 
and involves the use of a Calcomp 565 drum plotter and an associated 
box containing control switches and two potentiometers. The states of 
the switches are read by the program via an analogue to digital converter 
and are used to change constants or effect branching during the program. 
To digitise a seismogram wrapped around the Calcomp drum the operator 
turns the potentiometer spindles. The voltages on the potentiometer 
wipers are then read by the program and are used to increment the drum 
(x co-ordinate) and graticule (y co-ordinate). This method is shown in 
Figure 2a.
Move drum 
and
graticule
Read potentiometer 
settings
Ax and Ay
Store y if
sampling
interval
Increment
x by Ax
Compute rectilinear 
co-ordinates
FIGURE 2a Flow chart illustrating digitising method
(After Goncz, 1974)
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All seismograms digitised were the WWSSN type, recorded as a 
helical trace on a rotating drum. CALDIG incorporated a slope correction 
facility to remove the helical trend of the recorded seismograms before 
storing the digitised data. Other facilities provided in the program 
were a choice of digitising 1024 or 2048 points at any chosen sampling 
interval, the ability to recall a digitised time series from disc, plot 
the trace, make corrections if required and re-store on disc, and storing 
a full description of the seismogram and digitising parameters on disc 
appended to the digitised data.
Each seismogram was stored after digitising on magnetic tape. 
Two examples of digitised seismograms are shown in Fig.2b.
CRQSSC
This program carried out the cross-correlation of two digitised 
seismograms in the time domain. The production of a 4095 point cross- 
correlogram from two 2048 point time series took about 3 minutes of 
computer time. Subroutines CROSS and DOT from Robinson (1967) were used 
in this program.
As 4095 point time series were too large to use in subsequent 
programs each cross-correlogram was reduced to 2048 points. So that all 
cross-correlograms for a given path could be added it was necessary to 
align the centre of each of these reduced cross-correlograms to a common 
time lag. As the range of group velocities of interest was from 2.4 to 
4.4 km/sec, the centre point of each of the 2048 point cross-correlograms 
was lined up to a lag corresponding to a velocity of 3.4 km/sec.
Each reduced cross-correlogram with its appended description 
was stored on magnetic tape. Examples of a full and a reduced cross- 
correlogram are shown in Fig.2b.
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FIICON
FILCON applied Multiple Filter Analysis over a period range 
of 10 to 250 sec to the cross-correlograms produced by CROSSC, or to 
the summed cross-correlograms produced by SUMCCS. A matrix of 
instantaneous amplitudes, with group velocity and period as the axes of 
the matrix, was produced from the convolution of the cross-correlogram 
with a Gaussian filter.
Filtering was done in the frequency domain which was entered 
by using the Fast Fourier Transform subroutine COOL (McGowan, 1966).
The envelope of the filtered signal (see equation 19) was calculated by 
using an algorithm for the Hilbert transform also found in McGowan (1966). 
The resultant matrix of instantaneous amplitudes was normalised to 100. 
Matrices which were required for summing by MATS1 and MATSUM, to produce 
an average group velocity map for a region, were stored on tape. FILCON 
used about 4 minutes of computer time to give each matrix.
Various values of alpha, the filter parameter in equation 18, 
were tried. The most satisfactory frequency-time resolution was found 
with alphas of 10 to 20. Alphas greater than 20 caused increasingly 
poor resolution in the time domain, i.e. along the group velocity axis, 
with consequent lack of smoothness in the contours of instantaneous 
amplitudes.
CONAMP
This program contoured the instantaneous amplitude matrix 
produced by FILCON and plotted the contoured map on the Calcomp 565 
drum plotter. CONAMP used the contouring subroutine, CONTR.
With the 32K memory of the DC 6024/4 the maximum size matrix 
which could be plotted was 94 points along the group velocity axis by
18
57 points along the period axis. Linear scale contours were drawn at 
the following levels: 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90. 
The program flagged the maximum value in each column and plotted this 
value as a triangle; this therefore gave an objective estimate of group 
velocity, found from the ridge crest of the contoured matrix. The 
maximum value of the matrix, before normalising, was also printed. 
Without contour labelling, the output of a plot from CONAMP took about 
10 minutes. All plot files were stored on tape. Using a foreground 
program, INTPLT, the computer was able to process these plot files 
during the night without the need of an operator.
SYSTES
A test program was written to check the group and phase 
velocity programs. SYSTES produced two time series, D1 and D2, with 
a Dirac function in each, so spaced that they represented a velocity of 
3.4 km/sec. The other necessary data inputs for CROSSC were also 
produced, such as station to epicentre distances, digitising start times 
and sampling interval.
The phase velocity as given by the output of VEPLOT is shown 
in Fig.3. It can be seen that for the value of £ =15, the centre 
value for £ , the phase velocity is 3.4 km/sec for all periods.
The group velocity as given by CONAMP is shown in Fig.4a.
The form of this contour map may be explained with reference to the 
following diagrams:
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Dirac spike
(a) Input to FILCON _ Time domain
t
(b) Input after FFT __________________________
o w
Frequency domain
(c) Section of I/P in 
frequency domain 
chosen for filtering, 
corresponding to a 
period range 10 to 
250 sec
Frequency domain
(d) Gaussian filter 
function
U ) - W
n
2
(e) Resultant filtered 
output
(f) Resultant filtered 
output q 5m*// p*rtoM Im rjt ptrioU t
(arrival
Frequency domain
Frequency domain
Time domain 
time)
FIGURE 4b Explanation of the form of the contours in Fig.4a
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(a) shows the input to FILCON, a Dirac function produced 
by the cross-correlation of the two Dirac functions 
D1 and D2
(b) is the transform of the Dirac function in the frequency 
domain
(c) is the part of this input which undergoes filtering; 
this section corresponds to a period range of 10 to 
250 sec
(d) shows two examples of the Gaussian filter function.
Note that the function broadens continuously as its 
centre frequency increases; also that on a linear 
frequency axis the function is asymmetrical about the 
centre frequency
(e) gives two examples of filtering (c) with (d). In the 
frequency domain the filtered output broadens as the 
centre frequency increases
(f) shows two examples of the output in the time domain.
The axis represents arrival time, which is proportional 
to the reciprocal of group velocity, the ordinate
axis shown in Fig.4a. The sketches in (f) show cross 
sections of the instantaneous amplitude contours in 
Fig.4a taken parallel to the group velocity axis.
One of the most notable features of Fig.4a is the way the 
contour amplitudes decrease rapidly as period increases. With a contour 
map produced from an actual seismogram this has the effect of producing 
sparse contours at longer periods. To overcome this and produce a more
21
FIGURE 3 System test results for a phase velocity of 3.4 km/sec.
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FIGURE 7 System test results for a group velocity of 3.4 km/sec, 
with alpha = 40 and with 'enhancing factor'.
balanced contour map, the column of instantaneous amplitudes for each 
period, which is the output of FILCON, was multiplied by the factor 
Period/Minimum period, or Period/10 for these maps.
For the test program this resulted in contour maps such as in 
Fig.5, where alpha = 20, the same as in Fig.4a. It can be seen that the 
energy, represented by the instantaneous amplitude contours, has now 
been concentrated much more along the whole length of the ridge crest, 
and still maintains appreciable values at longer periods. The position 
of the ridge crest, which gives group velocity at each period, has not 
been changed by this operation. All contour maps given later in this 
work were produced with the above 'enhancing factor'.
The effect of changing alpha is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. 
Increasing alpha narrows the filter functions shown in Fig.4b(d), which 
results in broader filtered outputs in the time domain (Fig.4b(f). This 
broader resolution is clearly seen in Fig.7 where alpha = 40. Narrower 
time resolution for an alpha = 10 is shown in Fig.6.
PHAVEL and PHANEW
These programs are the same, with the exception of a difference 
in format of the output data. They produced values of phase velocity v. 
period by using equation (10). For the WWSSN seismometers the phase 
response was considered to be the same, so that <J>^  and <j>  ^were 
eliminated. ^  was found from the phase function of the cross-
correlogram (see equation (16)). However as the original cross- 
correlogram of 4095 points was truncated to 2048 points for further 
processing, the phase function found from the truncated cross-correlogram 
required correcting as follows:
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<f>^ - <po = -(Full cross-correlogram phase function)
= -(Truncated cross-correlogram phase function)
2tt tCORR
where t ^ ^  is the time shift between the full and truncated time series. 
It was found as follows:
Difference in start times of two digitised time series
Full Cross-C »_ 
1
Truncated Cross-C
I 2048
I 1
0 (lag
-* , tCQRR \+
lII
II
Lag corresponding 
to 3.4 km/sec
4095
1 1024 2048
Hence equation (10) becomes:
C(T)
r2 r1
‘ *1t + T (— ■ CORR 1 2 + I )
(20)
where T is period
<J> is the phase function of the truncated cross-correlogram.
Equation (20) was used to find an initial value for £ , by 
assuming that the phase velocity was 4 km/sec at a period of 80 sec.
From observing the phase velocity plots in Knopoff (1972) these values 
for an average starting point seemed reasonable. At each period increment 
above and below this starting point C(T) was calculated using 3 values 
for £ , namely £ , £ + 1  and £ - 1. The values of C(T) and £ were 
chosen which made |C^(T) - C^+^(T)| a minimum, or in other words gave the 
smoothest phase velocity curve.
To check on the original choice of £q at the starting point, 
two further phase velocity curves were calculated with the start point
28
integer value given by + 1 and - 1 respectively. From examination 
of the plotted curves the most reasonable one could then be selected.
The above approach was suggested by Goncz (1974) See 3.3.
SUMCCS
This program carried out the summing of cross-correlograms 
for a given interstation path, with the aim of reducing noise in the 
summed output. So that all cross-correlograms were given equal weighting, 
each was normalised to a maximum value of unity before adding.
MATS1 and MATSUM
These programs produced average group velocity curves for the 
east and west regions by summing the matrices for different interstation 
paths in each region. Two programs were needed as the computer was only 
able to sum three matrices in one program, due to a limitation in the 
number of files which could be assigned. MATSUM normalised the final 
matrix to a maximum value of 100.
POLRG
As a further check of the group velocity dispersion curves 
found from Multiple Filter Analysis, it was decided to calculate these 
curves by differentiating phase velocity as in equation (7b). In order 
to do this, smoothed phase velocity curves were required. These were 
obtained from a polynomial regression program, POLRG, which was a slightly 
modified version of the POLRG program provided by the ANU Computer Centre.
DIFPHA
Using equation (7b) this program calculated and plotted group 
velocity dispersion curves, using the same scale as the CONAMP axes to 
aid comparison between the two methods.
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Chapter 4 
THE DATA
As mentioned in the objective, two regions were studied, a 
western region between California and Texas and an eastern region between 
Texas and the eastern USA. The paths for the western region lay between 
Go Idstone and Pasadena to the west and Albuquerque, Lubbock and Dallas to 
the east. The paths for the eastern region lay between Albuquerque, 
Lubbock and Dallas to the west and Weston, State College, Georgetown, 
Blacksburg and Atlanta to the east. The location of these stations is 
shown in Fig.8.
A number of WWSSN 70 mm negative film chips were obtained from 
the National Geophysical and Solar-Terrestrial Data Centre of the US 
Department of Commerce at Asheville NC. Negative prints of seismograms 
were also obtained from the seismological laboratory at Cal Tech 
Pasadena. This data set contained 86 vertical component seismograms 
for the above stations for a total of 17 events. Some of these 
seismograms had to be discarded, due to excessive noise or amplitude 
producing a confusion of traces which could not be followed. Several 
events were not recorded at Go Idstone or Pasadena or the records for 
these stations were unsatisfactory.
Data from the remaining events and stations were fed into 
program THOMAS to check on azimuth suitability. Brune and Dorman (1963) 
reported that for azimuthal deviations from the great circle path of 
more than 4°, variations in phase velocity occurred, possibly due to 
refraction. Of the events and paths finally selected twelve paths fell 
outside this 4° criterion, the maximum deviation being 8°.
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After the above sifting, the data on which this work was based 
comprised the following: 38 seismograms, covering 6 events for the
western region and 8 events for the eastern region. These seismograms 
in turn produced a total of 46 cross-correlograms, 24 for the western 
region and 22 for the eastern region. Table 1 shows the events and 
stations used and Fig.9 shows the location of the events.
The digitising rate for the seismograms was chosen bearing in 
mind the requirements
(a) to avoid aliasing and
(b) to include in each time series the full range of 
arrival times for group velocities between 4.4 and 
2.4 km/sec.
For the western region the maximum event to station distance was 12324 
km (event of 14 FEB 64 to DAL). With a 2048 point time series, a 
sampling interval of 1.2 sec/sample allows all arrival times between 4.4 
and 2.4 km/sec to be recorded for an event to station distance up to 
13000 km. From Shannon's sampling theorem this rate would prevent aliasing 
for periods above 2.4 sec, which was considered a reasonable minimum 
period. All seismograms were digitised at 1.2 sec/sample.
When the work was later extended to the eastern region the 
maximum event to station distance was found to be 13876 km (event of 
20 JAN 64 to WES). Rather than re-digitise all the ALQ, DAL and LUB 
seismograms using a larger sampling interval, it was accepted that for 
a few events the analysis would not extend down to 2.4 km/sec. The above 
maximum distance allowed arrival times down to 2.47 km/sec to be included 
in the time series. This was not considered a serious limitation as 
group velocities in the period range of interest were expected to be above
this value.
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Chapter 5 
RESULTS
The four sets of results will first be discussed, namely phase 
velocities for the east and west regions followed by group velocities 
for these regions. A comparison between these results and previous 
findings for similar regions in the USA and Australia will then be made.
A. PHASE VELOCITY 
(1) Eastern Region
The cross-correlograms involving ATL, BLA and WES were not used 
to produce the final result, as each of these stations recorded one event 
only, thus precluding any summing of cross-correlograms. Restricting the 
stations to ALQ, LUB and DAL in the west and SCP and GEO in the east also 
narrowed the area under study (shown shaded in Fig.8) and probably made 
the average regional results more meaningful.
The cross-correlograms for each of the above six paths were 
summed, producing the six summed cross-correlograms (SCCs) EAST01 to EAST 
06 as follows:
EASTO1 ALQ GEO EASTO4 DAL SCP
EAST02 ALQ SCP EASTO5 LUB GEO
EASTO 3 DAL GEO EASTO6 LUB SCP
The phase velocity plots of these SCCs are shown in Figs. 10a, 
11a and 12 to 15. These plots are unsmoothed and show that even after 
summing the cross-correlograms substantial noise remains. The main
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reason for this is that a maximum of three cross-correlograms could be 
summed for any one path; as some of these cross-correlograms were in 
turn produced from obviously noisy seismograms the noise eliminating 
power of this method could not be fully realised. It can also be seen 
that this study has been unsuccessful at extending the period range 
beyond 150 sec at best and in some cases the energy falls away rapidly 
after 80 sec, producing very erratic and unreliable values of phase 
velocity.
The phase velocity plots from the three cross-correlograms 
which were summed to give EAST02 are shown as examples in Figs. 16, 17 
and 18a. These are the outputs of VEPLOT and show the curves for the 
three different starting values of the integer . In each case the 
centre curve was chosen as giving the most reasonable representation 
of phase velocity.
In an attempt to reduce noise further and produce smoother 
phase velocity curves the six plots EAST01 to EAST06 were averaged. The 
resultant plot SUMEAST03 is shown in Fig.19. SUMEAST04 in Fig.20 is 
the result of averaging the least noisy of the SCCs, namely EAST01 and 
EAST02. The area covered by the six eastern paths may be considered a 
shield or platform region, although the ends of the paths near ALQ come 
within the region defined as an aseismic platform by Knopoff (1972). 
SUMEAST03 may then be considered as an average phase velocity curve for 
a platform region. A further discussion on this aspect and on the 
difference between SUMEAST03 and 04 will be given later.
(2) Western Region
In general the cross-correlograms from the six western paths, 
between GSC and PAS to the west and ALQ, LUB and DAL to the east, 
produced noisier phase velocity curves than those for the eastern paths.
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In all but one case (WEST17) smoother curves were produced by omitting the 
noisier events for a path, so that five of the six SCCs summed only two 
cross-correlograms. The SCCs were as follows:
WEST02 GSC ALQ WEST17 PAS ALQ
WEST06 GSC DAL WEST18 PAS DAL
WEST11 GSC LUB WEST20 PAS LUB
The unsmoothed phase velocity curves for these SCCs are shown 
in Figs. 21 to 24, 25a and 26a. It can be seen that again it has not 
been possible to extend the period range beyond 150 sec as the scatter 
in reliable data becomes too pronounced above this period.
The phase velocity curves from the four cross-correlograms 
which were summed to produce WEST17 are shown in Figs. 27a and 28 to 30. 
As for the eastern examples of individual events, curves for three 
starting values of £q are plotted, the curve for the centre value being 
chosen in each case.
To produce an average phase velocity curve for the western 
region the above six plots were averaged, and the result is shown as 
SUMWEST08 in Fig.31. By omitting two of the noisier SCCs, WEST06 and 
WEST18, SUMWEST09 was obtained as the average result (Fig.32).
Knopoff (1972) does not include the path GSC LUB in his paper, 
so it has not been classified in one of his 'standard' regions. However 
he has classed other paths which cross the Rocky Mountains, e.g. BKS BOZ, 
DUG GOL, TUC BOZ as rift zones; it will be shown in the next section 
that this classification agrees with the results for the western region 
from this study.
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FIGURE 10a EAST01, phase velocity dispersion curve for the path GEO-ALQ, 
found from the sum of cross-correlograms for this path.
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FIGURE 10b Smoothed EAST01 phase velocity dispersion curve used for 
calculating group velocities. See Fig. 34b.
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FIGURE 11a EAST02, phase velocity dispersion curve for the path SCP-ALQ, 
found from the sum of cross-correlograms for this path.
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FIGURE l i b Smoothed EAST02 phase velocity dispersion curve used for 
calculating group velocities. See Fig. 35h.
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FIGURE 13 EAST04, phase velocity dispersion curve for the path 
DAL-SCP, found from the sum of cross-correlograms 
for this path.
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FIGURE 14 EAST05, phase velocity dispersion curve for the path GEO-LUB, 
found from the sum of cross-correlograms for this path.
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EAST06, phase velocity dispersion curve for the path SCP-LUB, 
found from the sum of cross-correlograms for this path.
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FIGURE 16 Set of phase velocity dispersion curves for path ALQ-SCP, 
for event 01 MAY 63. The centre curve was chosen as the 
dispersion curve for this path, with starting value of 
integer £ = 12.
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FIGURE 17 Set of phase velocity dispersion curves for path ALQ-SCP, 
for event 20 JAN 64. The centre curve was chosen as the 
dispersion curve for this path, with starting value of 
integer = 12.
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FIGURE 18a Set of phase velocity dispersion curves for path SCP-ALQ, 
for event 17 MAY 64. The centre curve was chosen as the 
dispersion curve for this path, with starting value of 
integer £q = 13.
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Smoothed phase velocity dispersion curve for path 
SCP-ALQ for event 17 MAY 64. The smoothed curve 
was used to calculate group velocities. See Fig. 42b.
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Average phase velocity dispersion curve for the eastern 
region, SUMEAST03. This curve was found by averaging the 
curves EAST01 to EAST06.
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Average phase velocity dispersion curve for the eastern 
region, SUMEAST04. This curve was found by averaging the 
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FIGURE 21 WEST02, phase velocity dispersion curve for the path GSC-ALQ, 
found from the sum of cross-correlograms for this path.
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WEST06, phase velocity dispersion curve for the path 
GSC-DAL, found from the sum of cross-correlograms for
FIGURE 22
this path.
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FIGURE 25a WEST18, phase velocity dispersion curve for the path PAS-DAL, 
found from the sum of cross-correlograms for this path.
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FIGURE 25b Smoothed WEST18 phase velocity dispersion curve used for 
calculating group velocities. See Fig. 51b.
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FIGURE 26a WEST20, phase velocity dispersion curve for the path LUB-PAS, 
found from the sum of cross-correlograms for this path.
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FIGURE 26b Smoothed WEST20 phase velocity dispersion curve used for 
calculating group velocities. See Fig. 52b.
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FIGURE 27a Set of phase velocity dispersion curves for path PAS-ALQ, 
for event 01 MAY 63. The centre curve was chosen as the 
dispersion curve for this path, with starting value of 
integer = 14.
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FIGURE 27b Smoothed phase velocity dispersion curve for path 
PAS-ALQ for event 01 MAY 63. The smoothed curve 
was used to calculate group velocities. See Fig. 49b.
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FIGURE 28 Set of phase velocity dispersion curves for path
PAS-ALQ, for event 20 JAN 64. The centre curve was 
chosen as the dispersion curve for this path, with 
starting value of integer = 14.
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Set of phase velocity dispersion curves for path PAS-ALQ,
for event 14 FEB 64. The centre curve was chosen as the 
dispersion curve for this path, with starting value of 
integer X, = 14.
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FIGURE 31 Average phase velocity dispersion curve for the western 
region SUMWEST08. This curve was found by averaging 
the curves WEST02, 06, 11, 17, 18 and 20.
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FIGURE 32 Average phase velocity dispersion curve for the western 
region SUMWEST09. This curve was found by averaging the 
curves WEST02, 11, 17 and 20.
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B. GROUP VELOCITY 
(1) Eastern Region
The same SCCs were used in the study of group velocity as were 
used for phase velocity, i.e. EASTO1 to EAST06. After Multiple Filter 
Analysis carried out by FILCON, the matrices of instantaneous amplitudes 
as produced by CONAMP are shown in Figs. 33, 34a, 35a and 36 to 39.
In Figs. 33 and 34a an example is shown of a change in the 
filter parameter alpha, where the trade off between resolution in the 
frequency and time domains can clearly be seen. As the Multiple Filter 
technique requires the filter width to be as narrow as possible about 
the centre frequency (see equation 6), alpha should be chosen as large 
as possible. For the eastern paths an alpha of 20 was considered to be 
the largest value possible, before resolution in the time domain became 
too broad and the plotted ridge crest too erratic.
Examples of the matrix output for the three events whose 
cross-correlograms were summed to give EAST02 are shown in Figs. 40, 41 
and 42a.
It can be seen that this analysis for group velocity has been 
no more successful than that for phase velocity in extending the period 
range past 150 sec, and as with phase velocity this period has not been 
reached in all cases before the consistency of the plot breaks down.
Again one reason for this is considered to be the small number of cross- 
correlograms produced from good quality seismograms, added to the small 
number of cross-correlograms available for summing for any one path.
From the plots of spectral amplitude it could also be seen 
that the amplitudes for the longer period components of the seismograms 
were in general very low. This is considered to be one of the limitations
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of the two station method, where to obtain amplitudes of substantial 
amount at long periods it is necessary to analyse seismograms of events 
of large magnitude; this can often mean that portions of the 
seismogram are off scale, which precludes their use.
To obtain an average group velocity plot for the eastern 
region, the matrices EAST01 to EAST06 were summed. The result, SUMEAST03, 
is shown in Fig.43. Summing the matrices for the two smoothest SCC plots, 
EAST01 and EAST02, produced SUMEAST04, Fig.44.
Some of the SCC group velocity plots show an anomalously high 
velocity in the period range of 35 to 45 sec e.g. EASTOl in Fig.33. This 
is probably die to the presence of higher modes with group velocities 
higher than the fundamental, although this effect has also been produced 
simply by changing alpha. Goncz (1974) noted the same kind of disruption 
to the ridge crest at short periods. An alternative curve for the ridge 
crest has been hand drawn in this figure, and this more likely represents 
the group velocity of the fundamental mode.
The group velocity characteristics of this region can be 
broadly summarised as follows:
10 - 20 sec low velocity plateau of about 2.8 to 
3.0 km/sec
20 - 60 sec : rapid increase in group velocity to about
3.8 to 4.0 km/sec
60 - 100 sec : high velocity maintained 3.8 to 4.0
km/sec
100 - 150 sec : velocity begins to decrease towards
3.6 km/sec
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greater than 150 sec: analysis not attempted, due to weaker
signal strength and small contour 
gradients producing inconsistent results.
(2) Western Region
The same SCCs were used for the group velocity study as for 
the phase velocity, with the exception of an individual event being used 
for the PAS ALQ path rather than WEST17. This was done as the 01 MAY 63 
event for this path gave a much smoother, noise-free plot than either 
any of the other events or the SCC. The instantaneous amplitude matrices 
are shown in Figs. 45 to 48, 49a, 50, 51a, 52a and 53. Three paths,
GSC ALQ, PAS DAL and PAS LUB, have been reproduced for two values of 
alpha, 10 and 20.
In Figs. 45 and 46, for GSC ALQ WEST02, it can be seen how a 
change in alpha can accentuate a high velocity anomaly at short periods. 
This was mentioned in the previous section as a possible cause of 
’kinks' in the ridge crest.
Three of the matrix plots, WEST11, PAS ALQ 01 MAY 63 and 
WEST20 give reasonable confidence that the period range has been 
reliably extended to 150 sec. Indeed WEST20 extends to 180 sec without 
loss of consistency.
To produce the group velocity plots for the western region 
the matrices for the six paths used above were added and normalised to 
100, giving SUMWEST08 (alpha = 10) and SUMWEST11 (alpha = 20) as in 
Figs. 54 and 55. Leaving out two of the noisier plots, WEST06 and WEST18, 
as was done for phase velocity, the sum of the remaining four matrices 
produced SUMWEST09 (alpha = 10) and SUMWEST12 (alpha = 20) as in Figs.
56 and 57. The ridge crest for SUMWEST09 has been hand drawn between
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about 28 and 40 sec to show the preferred curve for group velocity.
The group velocity characteristics of the western region may 
be summarised as follows:
10 - 20 sec : low velocity plateau of about 3.0 to 3.1
km/sec
20 - 40 sec : rapid increase in group velocity to about
3.6 km/sec
40 - 100 sec: slow increase in group velocity to about
3.8 km/sec
100 - 150 sec: this region still open to some doubt, although
a steady decrease in group velocity towards 
3.6 km/sec is indicated in some plots
above 150 sec: results of this study considered too inconsistent.
C. A FURTHER CHECK OF GROUP VELOCITY RESULTS
In order to confirm the group velocity results found from 
Multiple Filter Analysis, and in particular to check the validity of the 
ridge crest as an objective representation of the dispersion curve, it 
was decided to calculate group velocity by differentiating the smoothed 
phase velocity results.
Examples of smoothed phase velocity curves are shown in Figs. 
10b, lib, 18b, 25b, 26b and 27b. The maximum period out to which smoothed 
phase velocity curves could be obtained was 150 sec, as the curves became 
too erratic beyond this value. The corresponding group velocity curves 
are shown in Figs. 34b, 35b, 42b, 51b, 52b and 49b. By comparing these
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group velocity curves with the ridge crests of the Multiple Filter 
Technique (Figs. 34a, 35a etc.), it can be seen that close agreement is 
obtained, and that the ridge crests do therefore provide a reasonable 
indication of group velocity. In most cases the Multiple Filter Technique 
does allow group velocity to be interpreted to longer periods than for 
the phase velocity differentiation method, as the fitting of a smooth 
curve to the unsmoothed phase velocity curve limits the period range of 
the latter method. However it should be emphasised that the results 
from this work using the Multiple Filter Technique begin to come in 
doubt above 100 sec and are considered unreliable above 150 sec.
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FIGURE 33 Contour plot of instantaneous amplitude matrix resulting 
from multiple filter analysis. EAST01 was formed from 
the sum of cross-correlograms for path GEO-ALQ. The 
plotted ridge crest gives an objective measure of group 
velocities. The anomalously high values between 35 and 
50 sec are thought to be due to higher mode interference. 
The hand drawn curve probably better represents the 
fundamental mode in this case. Velocities above 150 sec 
are considered unreliable.
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FIGURE 34a Group velocity dispersion curve EAST01 for path 
GEO-ALQ, but with filter parameter alpha reduced 
to 10.
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FIGURE 34b Group velocity dispersion curve EAST01 for path 
GEO-ALQ. This curve was calculated by applying 
equation (7b) to the smoothed phase velocities 
found from the curve in Fig. 10b. By using the 
overlay, Fig. 61, in the back pocket it can be 
seen to compare closely with the ridge crests in 
Figs. 33 and 34a.
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FIGURE 35a EAST02, group velocity dispersion curve for path 
SCP-ALO, found from the sum of cross-correlograms 
for this path. The group velocity dispersion 
curves for the three cross-correlograms which are 
summed to calculate EAST02 are shown in Figs. 40, 
41 and 42a.
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FIGURE 35b EAST02, group velocity dispersion curve for path 
SCP-ALQ, found by differentiating smoothed phase 
velocities of Fig. lib, as in equation (7b).
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FIGURE 36 EAST03, group velocity dispersion curve for path DAL-GEO, 
found from the sum of cross-correlograms for this path.
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FIGURE 37 EAST04, group velocity dispersion curve for path DAL-SCP, 
found from the sum of cross-correlograms for this path.
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FIGURE 38 EAST05, group velocity dispersion curve for path GEO-LUB, 
found from the sum of cross-correlograms for this path.
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FIGURE 39 EAST06, group velocity dispersion curve for path SCP-LUB, 
found from the sum of cross-correlograms for this path.
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FIGURE 40 Group velocity dispersion curve for path ALQ-SCP 
and event 01 MAY 63.
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FIGURE 41 Group velocity dispersion curve for path ALQ-SCP 
and event 20 JAN 64.
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FIGURE 42a Group velocity dispersion curve for path SCP-ALQ 
and event 17 MAY 64.
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FIGURE 42b Group velocity dispersion curve for path SCP-ALQ 
and event 17 MAY 64, found by differentiating 
smoothed phase velocities of Fig. 18b, as in 
equation (7b).
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FIGURE 43 Average group velocity dispersion curve for the 
eastern region, SUMEAST03, formed by adding the 
instantaneous amplitude matrices EAST01 to EAST06.
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FIGURE 44 Average group velocity dispersion curve for the 
eastern region, SUMEAST04, formed by adding the 
instantaneous amplitude matrices EAST01 and EAST02.
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FIGURE 45 WEST02, group velocity dispersion curve for path 
GSC-ALQ, found from the sum of cross-correlograms 
for this path.
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FIGURE 46 WEST02, group velocity dispersion curve for path 
GSC-ALQ, but with filter parameter alpha reduced 
to 10.
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FIGURE 47 WEST06, group velocity dispersion curve for path 
GSC-DAL, found from the sum of cross-correlograms 
for this path.
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FIGURE 48 WEST11, group velocity dispersion curve for path 
LUB-GSC, found from the sum of cross-correlograms 
for this path.
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FIGURE 49a Group velocity dispersion curve for path PAS-ALQ 
and event 01 MAY 63.
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FIGURE 49b Group velocity dispersion curve for path PAS-ALQ 
and event 01 MAY 63, found by differentiating 
smoothed phase velocities of Fig. 27b, as in equation 
(7b).
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FIGURE 50 WEST18, group velocity dispersion curve for path 
PAS-DAL, found from the sum of cross-correlograms 
for this path.
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FIGURE 51a WEST18, group velocity dispersion curve for path 
PAS-DAL, but with filter parameter alpha reduced 
to 10.
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FIGURE 51b WEST18, group velocity dispersion curve for path 
PAS-DAL, found by differentiating smoothed phase 
velocities of Fig. 25b, as in equation (7b).
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FIGURE 52a WEST20, group velocity dispersion curve for path 
LUB-PAS, found from the sum of cross-correlograms 
for this path.
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FIGURE 52b WEST20, group velocity dispersion curve for path 
LUB-PAS, found by differentiating smoothed phase 
velocities of Fig. 26b, as in equation (7b) .
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FIGURE 53 WEST20, group velocity dispersion curve for path 
LUB-PAS, but with filter parameter alpha reduced 
to 10.
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FIGURE 54 Average group velocity dispersion curve for the western 
region, SUMWEST08, formed by adding the instantaneous 
amplitude matrices WEST02, 06, 11, 18, 20 and PAS-ALQ, 
01 MAY 63. Alpha = 10.
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55 Average group velocity dispersion curve for the western 
region, SUMWEST11, formed by adding the instantaneous 
amplitude matrices WEST02, 06, 11, 18, 20 and PAS-ALQ, 
01 MAY 63. Alpha = 20.
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FIGURE 56 Average group velocity dispersion curve for the western 
region, SUMWEST09, formed by adding the instantaneous 
amplitude matrices WEST02, 11, 20 and PAS-ALQ, 01 MAY 63. 
Alpha = 10.
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FIGURE 57 Average group velocity dispersion curve for the western 
region, SUMWEST12, formed by adding the instantaneous 
amplitude matrices WEST02, 11, 20 and PAS-ALQ, 01 MAY 63. 
Alpha = 20.
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Chapter 6
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. OTHER FINDINGS
To place the results of this work in perspective and to provide 
a basis for comparison, several references concerning the dispersion of 
phase and group velocities will be discussed.
Dziewonski, Hales and Lapwood (1975) produced two parametric 
earth models to represent the different properties of the oceanic and 
continental upper mantles, PEM-0 and PEM-C respectively. An average 
earth model, defined as a weighted average of the oceanic and continental 
models, was also derived. Previous models, such as HB1 of Haddon and 
Bullen (1969), 5.08M of Kanamori and Press (1970) and B1 of Jordan and 
Anderson (1974), produced Raylei gh wave group velocities outside the range 
of velocities observed for oceanic and continental paths. The two model 
approach was proposed by Hales (1974a and 1974b); the oceanic starting 
model had 4 km of water at the surface and a 7 km thick crust, while the 
continental starting model had a two layer crust - the upper layer 20 km 
thick and the lower layer 15 km. The top of the low-velocity zone was 
assumed to be at a depth of 120 km for the continental and 60 km for the 
oceanic model.
The data set used in inversion consisted of observations of 
free-osci1lation periods of 1051 normal modes, 246 travel times of body 
waves for five different phases and regional surface wave dispersion 
data extending down to periods as low as 20 sec.
The phase and group velocities of Rayleigh waves computed from 
the PEM-0 and PEM-C models agreed well with the observed values. The
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PEM-0 and PEM-C curves are shown in Figs. 60 and 61. These figures are 
in the form of transparent overlays and are stowed in a pocket on the 
inside of the back cover. It should be noted that in the period range 
25 - 100 sec the curve computed from PEM-C showed phase velocities 
consistently about 0.1 km/sec greater than the observed values. This 
was due to the value of a constant being allowed to float in the equation 
deriving phase velocity, so that consistency with normal mode or gross 
earth data would be preserved. In this period range, computed group 
velocities from PEM-C are also greater than the observed values by 0.1 
to 0.2 km/sec. These PEM-0 and PEM-C phase and group velocity curves 
will be found useful in comparing the results of this work.
Forsyth (1975) used the dispersion of Love and RajLeigh waves 
to detect a change in structure of the upper mantle as the age of the 
sea floor increases away from the mid-ocean ridge. For all but two of 
his paths he employed the single station method originally developed 
by Brune et at (1960), and because of this he was able to achieve an 
average oceanic path of 89.5 per cent for all paths studied. On each 
record he performed the moving window analysis of Landisman, Dziewonski 
and Satö (1969). When a clearly separable, interfering signal or noise 
was observed he also performed time-variable filtering (Landisman et at 
(1969)) to extract the desired signal.
Forsyth produced phase and group velocity dispersion curves 
which showed that velocities increased as the age of the sea floor 
increased. At periods above about 60 sec however the age zone velocities 
tend to converge, and at about 140 sec these velocities assume a common 
value - about 4.2 km/sec for phase velocity and 3.6 km/sec for group 
velocity. This suggests that most of the changes due to ageing occur 
within the upper 100 km of the mantle. Forsyth's Rayleigh wave phase 
and group velocities for the age division 'older than 20 million years'
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are shown in Figs. 60 and 61. It can be seen that there is fair 
agreement between these curves and those for PEM-0. The 20 My phase 
velocities are about 0.08 km/sec less than those for PEM-0 in the period 
range 40 to 120 sec, while the 20 My group velocity begins to diverge 
from the PEM-0 values after about 50 sec, and at 140 sec is about 0.15 
km/sec less than the PEM-0 value. The Forsyth curves will also be 
useful for comparison later in the text.
Knopoff (1972) summarised phase velocity studies from many 
sources and produced a set of phase velocity 'bands' for six different 
types of geological region - Oceans, Continental Aseismic, Andes, Rifts, 
Shields and North America (high velocity region). Four of these bands 
have been drawn on Fig.60, to a log scale to suit the plots in this 
study - Oceans, Shields, North America (high velocity) and Rifts.
The phase velocities for the rift region are about 0.3 km/sec 
less than those for the shield region, at periods where the surface 
waves penetrate to the mantle.
The fit of PEM-0 and PEM-C to the Knopoff regional bands is 
of interest. PEM-C falls within the shield region for periods up to 
about 50 sec, and from 50 to 150 sec mostly within the North American 
high velocity region. As noted in Dziewonski et at (1975), the region 
lying between Knopoff's shield and rift regions may be assumed to 
represent an average for continental regions; Knopoff defines this 
intermediate region as continental aseismic. It should therefore be 
expected that PEM-C would fall within this mid region, as PEM-C 
represents an average continental dispersion curve. As mentioned earlier 
in this section, the computed PEM-C dispersion curve has values about 
0.1 km/sec greater than the observed values used by Dziewonski et at 
(1975) for the period range 25 - 100 sec, to satisfy gross earth data.
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Comparison between PEM-0 and Forsyth’s 20 My dispersion curves 
and Knopoff's ocean region, show also that the former two indicate 
higher phase velocities in the period range 20 to 100 secs, although 
Forsyth’s curve lies very closely to the upper limit of Knopoff's ocean 
region from 50 sec onwards.
Goncz (1974) in his study of surface waves across Australia 
defined two regions. One region to the west, with the border approximately 
defined by a line joining Charters Towers to Adelaide, was characterised 
by high phase velocities, and the other region to the east of this line 
by lower phase velocities. By averaging the results he obtained by 
using the same method as in this work, i.e. by Fourier analysis of the 
sum of cross-correlograms, two curves for the eastern and western 
Australian regions were drawn. They are shown in Fig.60. It can be 
seen that the western Australian curve lies in either the shield or 
North America high velocity band of Knopoff, and the eastern Australian 
curve in a region intermediate to the rift and North America region, 
defined by Knopoff as continental aseismic.
Two of Goncz's (1974) average regional group velocity curves,
EA2 and WA1 have been drawn on Fig.61. EA2 was formed by adding the 
instantaneous amplitude matrices for three eastern Australian paths, 
which were clear of the east-west border region. WA1 was derived from 
the single path Charters Towers to Mundaring, which is considered to 
be pure shield.
As can be seen from the figure there is reasonable agreement 
between PEM-C and WA1, with WA1 lying about 0.1 km/sec below PEM-C in 
the period range 40 to 80 sec and diverging above PEM-C for periods 
greater than 100 sec. It will again be recalled that Dziewonski et al's 
(1975) observed group velocity values also lay below PEM-C in the range
25 to 100 sec.
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Goncz's EA2 however shows a marked divergence from PEM-C and 
the two oceanic dispersion curves in the period range 60 to 200 sec.
The dip to a minimum group velocity of 2.8 km/sec at a period of about 
120 sec Goncz associated with a low velocity layer between depths of 
90 to 200 km. PEM-C is of course an average continental dispersion 
curve and so regional effects such as this dip could be masked.
Goncz and Hannan (1975) developed a new method of estimating 
dispersion of surface waves. The method optimally weights different 
frequencies in the records according to the signal-to-noise ratio as 
measured from the data. As an example of this method the data used by 
Goncz (1974) for the path Adelaide to Hobart was re-analysed. This path 
was one of the three paths which were averaged to produce EA2; it also 
displayed the dip in velocity at 120 sec in Goncz (1974). However when 
analysed by the method of Goncz and Hannan (1975), this dip was no longer 
present. The curve is shown in Fig.61. Goncz and Hannan (1975) do 
mention that the group velocity curve between 58 and 108 sec may not 
reflect all the information contained in the data, as they did not 
attempt to optimize the conflict between resolution and smoothness.
A comparison between the results of this work and Goncz's 
(1974) results will be useful, as the western US region in this work 
and Goncz's eastern Australian region are believed to be tectonically 
similar, at least as far as body wave anomalies are concerned.
Before proceeding to a discussion about the results of this 
work and the above references, the results for the eastern and western 
US regions will be briefly compared and the differences between the two 
pointed out.
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B. COMPARISON BETWEEN EASTERN AND WESTERN US REGIONS
(1) Phase Velocity
Fig.58 reproduces SUMEAST04 (Fig.20) and SUMWEST09 (Fig.32) 
after hand smoothing. A difference in the phase velocity characteristics 
of the two regions is clearly evident, with the western region having 
velocities about 0.25 km/sec lower than the eastern region for most of 
the period range. This difference can be seen in all the eastern and 
western phase velocity plots. To facilitate this comparison it is 
suggested that use be made of the transparent plot, Fig.60, in the rear 
pocket.
(2) Group Velocity
The group velocity curves from SUMWEST09 (Fig.56) and SUMEAST04 
(Fig.44) are reproduced in Fig.59, and again a marked difference between 
the curves for each region can be seen. The western group velocity curve 
rises at a shorter period than the eastern curve and reaches a lower 
maximum value. This difference can also be seen in all the group 
velocity plots for the two regions. Again, to allow comparison between 
plots, use of the transparency, Fig.61, is suggested, on which SUMEAST04 
and SUMWEST09 have been reproduced.
C. COMPARISON WITH OTHER FINDINGS 
(1) Phase Velocity
By using the transparency, Fig.60, as an overlay on the various 
eastern and western phase velocity plots, it is evident that there is 
usually good agreement in the period range 20 to 150 sec between the 
eastern plots of Knopoff’s high phase velocity bands, and between the
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western plots and the rift band. Fig.60 is also reproduced on p.104.
It is interesting to note that the eastern paths involving ALQ 
in general have slightly lower phase velocities than the other eastern 
paths; e.g. compare SUMEAST03 and SUMEAST04, Figs. 19 and 20, where the 
latter plot includes only ALQ paths. This is considered to be due to the 
fact that the western ends of these paths lie in Knopoff’s continental 
aseismic region, rather than that defined as North American high velocity.
It is believed that the paths covering the western region of 
this work have not been previously studied. The fact that the paths 
TUC BOZ, GSC LON, BKS BOZ and DUG GOL as reported in Knopoff (1972) all 
display phase velocities characteristic of a rift region would seem to 
indicate that the western region paths should do likewise. It is 
considered that these results confirm this supposition.
Added credence can be given to the western region results from 
the fact that the eastern results agree with previous findings for similar 
eastern paths, as shown in Knopoff (1972). The eastern phase velocity 
results also show close agreement with the PEM-C curve in the range 20 to 
150 sec. The oceanic dispersion curves, PEM-0 and Forsyth 20 My, lie 
midway between the curves for the eastern and western US regions.
(2) Group Velocity
Comparison can be made between these results for the USA and 
the other plots shown in Fig.61, namely Goncz (1974) EA2 and WA1, Goncz 
and Hannan (1975) ADE-TAU, Dziewonski et al (1975) PEM-C and PEM-0, and 
Forsyth’s (1975) older than 20 My curve. Fig.61 is also included on p.105. 
Also shown is the curve of Gupta and Santö (1973), derived from the 
analysis of world circling waves at Mundaring.
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SUMEAST04 and SUMWEST09 are drawn on Fig.61, but the 
transparency can be used to compare any of the group velocity plots. As 
was the case with the phase velocity curves, it can be seen that there 
is an obvious difference between the curves for the two regions. SUMEAST04 
corresponds fairly closely with Goncz's WA1, although the velocities are 
about 0.05 to 0.1 km/sec less over the whole period range. From about 80 
sec onwards SUMEAST04 also agrees well with Gupta and Santö’s curve.
PEM-C corresponds closely to SUMEAST04 except within the period range 35 
to 80 sec, where PEM-C has values from 0.05 to 0.15 km/sec greater. It 
should again be recalled however that the observed continental curve of 
Dziewonski et al (1975) also lay below PEM-C by about the same amount.
Above about 100 sec PEM-0 compares well with SUMEAST04. This 
period corresponds approximately to a surface wave depth of penetration 
of about 200 km. The upper mantle models for PEM-C and PEM-0 show the 
bottom of the low velocity layer at a depth of about 220 km, and below 
this depth the shear velocities for PEM-C and PEM-0 steadily approach one 
another. As is to be expected then SUMEAST04 lies above PEM-0 at 100 sec, 
by about 0.05 km/sec, and at longer periods the two curves approach one 
another.
SUMEAST04 does not show a close similarity to Forsyth’s 20 My 
curve. As has been previously mentioned PEM-0 and Forsyth's curve 
steadily diverge above 50 sec and thus the latter oceanic curve does 
not appear to correspond to the eastern region group velocity curves 
even at the longer periods.
Summarising for the eastern US region, it is evident that the 
curves for this region, exemplified by the regional average SUMEAST04, 
are typical dispersion curves for a continental region. From the phase 
velocity results one may infer that these eastern US group velocity 
curves are representative of shield or platform regions.
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The western US group velocity curves display different 
characteristics. The similarity between PEM-C and SUMWEST09 disappears 
at about 40 sec, and from this period up to 150 sec SUMWEST09 has a 
group velocity of approximately 3.7 km/sec. PEM-C on the other hand 
rises to a maximum of just over 4.0 km/sec at 60 sec, and thereafter 
falls steadily to meet SUMWEST09 again at 150 sec.
As remarked before, Goncz's EA2 diverges even more markedly 
from PEM-C above 60 sec, and has quite a different shape from the western 
US group velocity curves of this work. Some of these curves display small 
dips in group velocity at about 100 sec, but usually these can be greatly 
reduced by filtering with an alpha =10. No curves showed the large dip 
found by Goncz at 120 sec.
Goncz and Hannan's (1975) ADE-TAU curve is of particular 
interest, in that for its entire length out to 108 sec it is practically 
identical to SUMWEST09. If it can be assumed that this ADE-TAU curve 
supersedes Goncz's (1974) eastern curves, which display the large group 
velocity dip at about 120 sec, then this is possibly good evidence of 
the tectonic similarity between eastern Australia and the western US 
region studied here.
The lack of correspondence between PEM-C and the western US 
region group velocity curves between 30 and 150 sec can be explained by 
the fact that PEM-C was computed for an average continental model, which 
could mask the effects of a particular region. Although this study 
cannot be considered reliable beyond 150 sec on a regional basis, it is 
evident that as the period increases beyond 100 sec, PEM-C, PEM-0, 
SUMEAST04 and SUMWEST09 are all converging and at 150 sec all these curves 
have values close to 3.7 km/sec.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION
The quality and quantity of data used in this study have 
prevented a reliable analysis of phase and group velocity for individual 
paths past 80 to 100 sec. However the three-stage noise reduction 
method of Multiple Filter Analysis, summing cross-correlograms for a 
given path and summing matrices or averaging phase velocities for a 
number of paths in a restricted region, allowed a reasonably reliable 
analysis on a regional basis to be extended to 150 sec.
The analysis of surface wave dispersion over a limited 
geographical region in the period range 100 to 200 sec appears difficult, 
and it is in this range that much interest lies, because of the need to 
acquire better information on the low shear velocity zone. Multiple 
Filter Analysis could possibly be reliably extended into this range by 
using excellent seismogram data from large magnitude events. The 
amplitude of the longer period components may then be large enough to 
overcome the noise problem, all too evident in this work. To this end 
the digital recording of seismic data would be an advantage, as often 
the large magnitude events recorded by the drum type seismograph have 
sections which are off scale and otherwise good data must then be 
discarded.
Free oscillation analysis does not provide the resolution 
required for a limited regional survey, and the one station method using 
large magnitude, world circling surface waves has the same problem.
With the seismogram data presently available, further methods 
of approach, which may provide more information in the 100 to 200 sec
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period range 
of Dziewonski 
and possibly
for a limited region, are the 'residual dispersion' method 
, Mills and Bloch (1972), mentioned in the theory section, 
a refinement of the method of Goncz and Hannan (1975).
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Figure 61.
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